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In recent years, the fractional calculus has drawn increasingly attention. Different mod-
els using fractional differential equations have been proposed in more and more fields, cov-
ering materials, mechanical, and biological systems, and it’s found that fractional differential
equations gain the advantage over the classical one in modeling some materials with mem-
ory,heterogeneity or inheritable character.It has led to increasing interest in developing frac-
tional calculus. The definitions and properties of Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus and
Caputo fractional calculus have been studied, but there arefew papers which have considered
about fractional Green’s function and Weyl fractional calculus. In this paper,we do some in-
vestigate about the two fields we mention above.The structure of the paper is as follows. In
chapter 1, we present the background of the paper. In chapter2, we introduce basic definitions
and properties used in the sequel. In chapter 3, we provide the Leibniz Rule for weyl fractional
derivatives
































Ekϕ(t)W p−k f (t),
and its deduction process. In chapter 4, by Laplace transform method to deduct the solutions
of the fractional equations under initial conditions, using these solutions to point out the errors
and contradictions in the Green’s function which Igor Podlubny[1] had been provided. Then we
will provide some common equations to illustrate them.
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d`F&w^=kF2gkSp! Leibniz, Euler, Laplace, Fourier,
Riemann, Liouville, Igor PodlubnyT 1695 LeibnizIx L’Hopital Sf>FX>d 1/22PF1812LaplaceX>d7k ∫ f (t)t−pdtTX/	FSiWF2gk1832-1837Riemann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f (x + t)tp−1dt, −∞ < x < ∞, p > 0.
1847 Liouville x>dkF2gkSX/









dt, 0 < α < 1, x > 0.QbvX/C<\57S+"lXQS Riemann-LiouvillekF2gkkF2gkg:69B^Sgkg: aTSI6I$v9%S1)kF2gk`47IF&SDXniA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(t − τ)p−1 f (τ)dτ ∀t ∈ [a, b], (2.1)h Riemann-LiouvilleÆ p2kf Γ(.)h Γ	Ff2.2. Riemann-LiouvillekF2PF̂ =-ir2F pqy n−1 ≤ p <
n f (t)hX/I [a, b] (a,bh:}P ∞))&S`	FL7
aD
p












(t − τ)n−p−1 f (τ)dτ ∀t ∈ [a, b], (2.2)h Riemann-LiouvilleÆ p2PFyJ2.1.#	F f (t)I) [a, b] & n2`MPO p= n1L Riemann-
Liouville kF2PFC<B^S n2PF52.1.y	FSkF2PFk^=-S2F v > −1 t > a
aD
−α
t (t − a)
v =
Γ(v + 1)




t (t − a)
v =
Γ(v + 1)
Γ(v + 1− α)
(t − a)v−α.52.2.kF2gkPwSpÆGP^=-S m − 1 ≤ p < m, n − 1 ≤ q <



































t f (t)] t=a
(t − a)−p− j














t f (t)] t=a
(t − a)p− j






































α j, (k = 1, 2, · · · , n);7 aDσkt hfkF2PF	F f (t)SRRL)#h






= F(s).h52.1.kF2PFS Laplace)	F f S v(m − 1 ≤ v < m)2 Riemann-LiouvillePFS Laplace)
L[0Dt













t f (t)] t=0.	F f SfkF2PFS Laplace)
L[0Dt






t f (t)] t=0.h52.2.! lim
s→∞
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D(v) f (t)e−stdt → 0.s
lim
s→∞
[svF(s) − sm−1D−m+v f (0)− · · · − Dv−1 f (0)] = 0.<*[ lim
s→∞

















f ( j)(a) = 0, ( j = 0, 1, · · · , r − 1),f
m − 1 ≤ p < m, n − 1 ≤ q < n, r = max(n,m).
§2.2 WeylM,U&Æg(#_v>yow3"(v	F S
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(ξ − t)v−1 f (ξ)dξ t > 0,hWeylÆ v2kf2.5. WeylkF2PF^= v (Rev > 0)	F f ∈ S  nhJ= vS-WFL7
Wv f (t) = En[W−(n−v) f (t)],f
E ≡ −D = −
d
dt
,hWeylÆ v2gkyJ2.2.O vhirWF1 Wv = Ev# I<MjPwL W0 ≡ I.h52.3. WeylkF2gkPwWF2SpÆ
Dn[W−v f (t)] = W−v[Dn f (t)];
En[W−v f (t)] = W−v[En f (t)].52.4. WeylkF2gkPwSpÆGP^=-S a,bZ:
Wa[Wb f (t)] = Wa+b f (t) = WbWa f (t);
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Ekϕ(t)W p−k f (t).















ϕ(n+1)(ξ)(τ − ξ)ndξ.q;j q = p < 0L p − k = q − k < 09WelykF2gkSX/:









































































































































































































f (x) = f (x0) + f
′
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